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The Image of Fair field

(zptayj'pu ^"(ykanksyivincf,
Thanks to everyone at the
i beach, the Thanksgiving
^ Drive was a complete
success. Collectively we
raised over $400 worth of
)food for a homeless shelter in Bridgeport. On
Sunday afternoon members
of SBRA (Student Beach Resident Association) went to the
student rented beach homes to
-^collect nonperishable items
and FU students were more
than generous. Thanks to all
who helped!

Help arrives for stressed
students
Kristen Sullivan
Assistant News Editor
With the end of the semester,
comes the piling up of papers,
projects and final exams. Unfortunately, stress also comes
along as a major component of
students' lives. To combat stress
this semester, students should
know that support is available to
them.
Every Monday from 7 p.m. to
8 p.m. The Stress Management
Group on campus meets in
Dolan Hall to help students cope
with the pressures of school,
work and relationships.
Robin Freedman, a counselor in the Health Center and one
of the advisors to the Stress Management Group sees stress as a
large factor to many students on
campus. Currently, Freedman
has a steady group of three students who attend the group. She
says that it can be difficult to set
up convenient times for all the
students to meet as a group.
In the Stress Management
Group, Freedman tries to talk
about what stress feels like and

find out what triggers it. She
recommends that students maintain patterns of getting enough
sleep and eating properly, because stress is a " continuous
process that feeds off of other
symptoms."
Freedman uses Visualization
and Relaxation methods to help
students relax. By picturing a
beautiful scene, students can relax their mental state and after
twenty minutes of Visualization
techniques, many students feel
as rested as if they have taken a
nap.
She suggests that students
who feel stressed should organize their time, because good
time management is key to not
feeling overwhelmed by the
pressures of school work. Freedman also recommends scheduling time to do an activity that
you enjoy. She said, "Take time
to relax and do what you like to
do. Go for a walk or watch TV."
Joan Fleitas, Assistant Professor of Nursing, advises students who are experiencing
stress to exercise because physi-

cal activity raises serotonin levels. She said that students must
prioritize their lives and "really
define time to do things."
Fleitas suggests that students
cope with stress by practicing
Cognitive Reappraisal, in which
students look at their stressful
situations from different perspectives. The new perspectives
may help students to refocus on
their task and decrease their
stress levels. Additionally,
Fleitas recommends that students
budget their time effectively,
maintain a sense of humor and
seek the support of friends.
She also advises students to
use the internet to find ways to
minimize eliminate stress from
their lives. URL's such as
www.chrsa.wisc.edu/chsra/
chenfu/qaal l.htm
and
www.wa.gov.au/gov/sbi/tots/
stresmgt.html can be helpful
guides for students looking to
de-stress.
For more information about
the Stress Management Group,
contact Robin Freedman or Elise
Harrison at extension 2146.
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Theresa Vitello
Staff Writer

The Native American Student Association sponsored
their first ever Native American Celebration in the Oak
Room November 14.
The event was rather successful. "I was surprised and
excited by the turnout" said
Heather Clinton, NASA president. Although the Native
American Celebration had a
late start, once the Woodland
Drummers and Dancers arrived
things began to run smoothly.
The nine dancers made their
'grand entry' and then commenced with 'traditional
dance' followed by 'round
dance' : which included audience participation, and finally
the 'two-step'. Their performance also included a presentation on the traditional Native
American clothing and jewelry they wore during their performance. Overall, the audience was pleased, proving the
Woodland Drummers and
Dancers to have been worth
the wait.
Following the performers,
an informative lecture was
given by genealogist Marcia
Jones Flowers. Flowers gave a
historical background on the
Native Americans of Connecticut, Massachusetts, and Rhode
Island. Flowers' lecture concentrated on the lineage of the
Pequot and Mashantucket

Continued on page 4
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Campus Beat
JoAnn Gometz
News Editor
On Tues., Nov. 12, at 1:13 a.m. a suspicious person was reported in Dolan Hall. He was
described as a white male, walking the floors, and looking strangely at a female student.
No one was located, but Security is still investigating the case.
On Thurs., Nov. 14, at 9:51 p.m. there was a voyeurism complaint in Campion Hall.
A male student was reported in the female bathroom. He was identified and the report was
sent to Judicial.
Also, at 11:30 p.m. a minor was caught attempting to drink at the Levee. The report
was sent to Judicial.
On Fri., Nov. 15, at 1:49 a.m. an intoxicated student was transported from Regis Hall
to the Health Center. The report was sent to Judicial.
Also at 2:30 p.m. there was a case of disorderly conduct in Dolan Hall. A non-student
visitor engaged in a verbal argument with a University employee. The visitor was issued
a criminal trespass warning and escorted off campus.
On Sat., Nov. 16, at 1:08 a.m. there was case of disorderly conduct in Regis Hall. There
was a physical altercation between students and non-students. There were no injuries. The
report was sent to Judicial.
On Sun., Nov. 17, at 1:22 a.m there was a case of disorderly conduct and vandalism
outside of Campion Hall. A student confronted a pizza delivery person, jumped up and
down on his car, damaging it, and hit the delivery person when he exited the car. The
driver called the police and the student was identified. No charges were filed with the
Fairfield police. The report will be sent to Judicial.
Also, at 2:20 a.m. an intoxicated student was reported in Campion hall. The report will
be sent to Judicial.

L^ampud Ofner
Fri., Nov. 22, at 9 p.m. the FUSA Comedy Series presents Marc Moran at the Levee.
Admission is free.
Fri., Nov. 22, at 9 p.m. the Grind Student Spotlight features "For All the Cows." Band
members Anthony Pennino '99, Peter O'Neill '99, Tim Trainer '99, and Amanda Tozzi
'00 perform classic rock and other works.
Sat., Nov. 23, at 9 p.m. the Grind presents Andy Warhol. Admission is free.
Sat., Nov. 23, at 10 p.m. the Levee Concert Series presents "The Best of Dave Binder."
Binder returns to Fairfield by popular demand. Admission is free.
Fri., Nov. 22, at 8 p.m.; Sat., Nov. 23, at 10 p.m. (after basketball); and Sun., Nov. 24,
at 3 and 9 p.m., FUSA films presents Phenomenon in Gonzaga Auditorium. Admission
is $1.

Classifieds
Carpenter's helper needed for misc. construction work. Experience preferred but
not necessary. Good work ethic a must. Weekends and/or flexible hours. $ 10/hr. Leave
message at 452-1140.
Now is the time to call Leisure Tours and get free information for Spring Break
Packages to South Padre, Cancun, Jamaica, and Florida. Reps needed. Travel free and
earn commissions. 800-838-8311.
HELP WANTED. Men/Women earn $480 weekly assembling circuit boards/
electronic components at home. Experience unnecessary, will train. Immediate openings in your local area. Call 1-520-680-7891 ext. C200.
CRUISE SHIPS HIRING- Earn up to $2,000+/month. World travel. Seasonal and
full-time positions. No exp. necessary. For info, call 1-206-971-3550 ext. C50841
***SPRING BREAK '97*** CANCUN, JAMAICA, BAHAMAS, KEY WEST,
SOUTH PADRE, MARGARITA, PANAMA CITY, DAYTONA! FREE "MEALS &
DRINKS" PACKAGE FOR DEPOSITS RECEIVED BY NOVEMBER 30! GROUP
DISCOUNTS FOR 8 OR MORE! WE ACCEPT VISA/MC/DISCOVER. TROPICAL TRAVEL AND TOURS INC. @ 1-800-931-8687.
For child care staff before/after school. Must have experience and enjoy working
with children. 10-25 hours per week. Contact Susanne at 255-2834.
Smart and fun? Then teach SAT, LSAT, GRE, GMAT, or MCAT courses for THE
PRINCETON REVIEW. No experience necessary. Will train. Call 800/967-1825.
EOE.

CHEERS

BOOS

to Happy 20th Birthday Christine... to
whatever happened in Montreal stays in
Montreal...to Molson Ultra- 7.2%
alcohol.. .to the Navy guys in Montreal.. .to
the cudler coming out of the closet...to
switching roommates...to the girl who
lets the boys be all they can be...to
Christopher...to the boy who lost his
contacts...to the BIG LIE...to Colleen's
prediction coming true...to Jeanne- thank
you...to the best clothing store-Jacob...to
a bottle of Captain Morgan's...to
MONTREAL-the city rules!.. .to the Wild,
Wild West...to being wasted by 8:30 and
wanting to go to sleep...to having a great
swim meet, way to go Fox...to having the
best time with your future housemates...to
Hershey...to nachos when you come
home...to shopping sprees when you really have no money...to falling off a
kitchen stool and hurting yourself...to the
slut in the cowboy hat...to friends who
have moms that cook great Italian food... to
the "devoted" one-rock on Jenn...to going out almost every night of the week...to
Kit-for being her funny self... to nice
smiles... to ROCKAWAY... to Amy you'll get your five dollars... to Chris you owe me a drink, but it will still be one
more than you can handle - haha... to
catalogs of men - the next marketing
project... to Coors - the brewing company?... to Carl just because you're you.,
to getting the thrill of your life in
Montreal... to Brewster - the famous stat
man and the best driver... to merges a la
Brewster at the Belt Parkway... to getting
a free couch.... to getting good luck drinks
from one of your favorite bartenders... to
Pittuccs for making me smile... to Coach
LaVigne's first win.... to reading about
your friends in Campus Beat., to "two
male students" who know how to have a
good time... to finally meeting the troll he is so soppy... to Gina, I love her... to
tearing it up late night at Kostka with
Baywatch Star David "L-Man" Charvetyeah... to Mo for kissing Cip - even if it
was only for $10... to your mother's
uncle... to the party on my face... to family dinners with the ladies., to being an
elitist with the cool kids... to the Adventure team... to having a place to live and
sing... to being able to end my own sentences... to Athena's Monday night... to
being privileged to hear confidential stories... to winning Rummy 500 - ready for
the rematch... to the lab assistant in BNW4
on Friday afternoon... to hot showers... to
Billie Jean.... to Raspberry Fluff., to ER...
to Shaven legs...to hearing his voice on
the phone., .to going home...to a ludicrous
"Get Some" show that just couldn't be
shown on TV...to Denny and an RA...to
the hockey team...to Reza and Tacccto
OD the runaway bunny...to Mclntyre finally being out of control...to Mike
Rierdan on his 22nd.. .to making Mclntrye
puke for eighteen hours straight...to Jody
and the bachelor auction...to Bender and
Panaro beating the unstoppable
champs...to Codey finally being allowed
to play beruit and doing well...to stealing
the boyfriend stealers boyfriend... to soon
seeing the love of your life after five years
of being apart.

to catching the guy you like hooking
up with someone else...to the girls at Pier
7-chill out, we aren't freshmen...to being
awakened by your roommate hooking
up...to friends who have no life other than
babysitting...to the horseboy that tries to
turn girls over...to the pucking bus
driver...to Molson, the flaming man, not
the beer...to Room 204, the Room O'
Passion... to the bus stench...to 19 1/2...to
scarfman...to forgetting your ID even
though you're legal...to sleeping on the
floor in the PILE...to not wanting o go in
the cab with your friends...to the LONG
tour...to "Do you have a boyfriend?"...to
having a serious talk with your boyfriend
and having to run out of the room to throw
up...to girls you can't stand at the parties
you're always at...to having to write too
many papers...to spending no QT with
your boyfriend because of work.., to being in the boos accidently last week sorry!., to spilling candle wax on your
sweatshirt... to disfunctional hair dryers... to being tongue tied... to friends
who leave you for the weekend... to not
making the first move... to big mouths
who insert their feet... to seeing Santa at
the mall - spend QT with Mrs. Claus... to
guys who call you pretending to be
Mickey Mouse - haha... to ex-boyfriends
who try to make you jealous... to not
being able to read the bathroom sign - we
love you guys... to getting caught at the
Levee... to Registration and all my classes
closed.. .to those who neglect their promises.... to needing a drink and none in
sight... to not being able to go to Rockaway
foraroadtrip...tonothavingtheguts....to
the woman in Dolan who was giving
wrong information to freshmen about
registration... to people eating with their
mouths open... to being royally confused
with life... to being the biggest chicken
alive... to having crushes on the most
random people... to not being able to bake
soppy bread in the privacy of your own
room... to actually saying "I hit a home
run"... to the beer in the hair not the cup...
to the FACE... to baywatch head... to
crepe paper pants with no underwear... to
the biggest afro known to white man.... to
trying to please everyone and pleasing no
one... to losing a lot to Confusion -1LUV
my friend... to never getting a science
class .. to missed opportunities... to
projects due before Thanksgiving., to
stress before vacation and right after... to
never getting any sleep... to vivarin being
taken out of the packs at dinner... to
spending to much time on the computer... to the semester almost over...to
the star-crossed lovers at the FishbowL.to
the Lacrosse team...to Bobby T. and Get
Some...to College in Regis late night
(repeatedly)...to Reza holding hands...to
the stripper not showing up...to the Girls
Dup naut getting broken up Again!...to
Bobby T., you will pay!!...to Thorbs,
your dirty...to hooking up with
freshman...to housemates that don't pick
you up from Eli's on Sunday night when
it's your friends 21st birthday...to the
FUSA geek from Ohio...to 197 being a
"tacky drunk fest" like it should be...to
being told to behave at 197... to Clark.
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Forum features views of
Fire damages
SHU beachhouse international students
Jo Ann Gometz
News Editor
Kristen Sullivan
Assistant News Editor
A fire broke out last weekend
at a Sacred Heart Residential
house, apparently due to electrical problems. The Fire Marshal
is still investigating the fire,
which caused smoke damage
throughout the upstairs and "significant damage" to one
students's personal belongings,
as well as to a student's bedroom.
The house, located at 763 East
Broadway in Milford, was occupied by several students.

When the fire broke out, two of
the residents contained the fire,
until the fire department arrived.
Dan Connelly, Director of
Housing for sacred Heart University would not comment on
whether or not the University
will be responsible for the fire
and damages sustained to the
house, since the site is off-campus housing. Connelly did say,
"cleanup started Tuesday and the
students are living back at the
house." He added that the cause
of the fire, "may or may not be
because of the overuse of a
powerstrip."

Students from seven foreign
countries gathered in Canisius
Hall last Friday to relate their
experiences at Fairfield University to an audience of community members and fellow students. The forum, sponsored by
the Friends of the Nyselius Library , did not attract a large group
of people, but those that attended
seemed very interested in the
observations the international
students made about American
culture, and their view of
Fairfield in particular.
Several of the students de-

EXAMS
For your convenience, the Mirror is printing the exam schedule as it
appears in the Fall '96 Course Booklet. Remember to confirm these
dates with your professors, and good luck!

DATE

CLASS SCHEDULE

Tuesday, Dec. 10

Reading Day

Wednesday, Dec. 11

54040 or 04040
Intro to Financial Accounting (AC 11)
All Intermediate Accounting (AC 203)
All General Biology I
(BI91)
All Anatomy and Physiology I (BI 107)

9 a.m.
1:30 p.m.

78080 or 08080 or 07000
02202

9 a.m.
1:30 p.m.

10101 or 10100 or 00101
05065 or 00060
All Business Decision
Making (BU 100)

9 a.m.
1:30 p.m.
7 p.m.

07707 or 77070 or 70770
or 00070
06606 or 06604 or 00600

9 a.m.

Thursday, Dec. 12
Friday, Dec. 13

Saturday, Dec. 14

EXAM TIME

1:30 p.m.
1:30 p.m.
1:30 p.m.

1:30 p.m.

Sunday, Dec. 15

Reading Day

Monday, Dec. 16

80870 or 80800 or 70000
30320

9 a.m.
1:30 p.m.

Tuesday, Dec. 17

40404 or 40400 or 00404
60550 or 60000

9 a.m.
1:30 p.m.

Wednesday, Dec. 18

21010 or 01010
03033

9 a.m.
1:30 p.m.

The residence halls close at 6 p.m. on Wednesday, Dec. 18. Day
students with evening classes will be permitted to remain 1 later.

scribed stereotypes that were
broken down, either ones held
by them, or about them by
Americans. Alessio Sancetta,
an economics major from
Rome, Italy, opened this section of the dialog, saying, "I'm
proud of my country because
of our culture and habits, how
we behave in Italy. It's not the
Mafia or the street festivals in
New York."
Elvira Yamilova, a Russian post-baccalaureate student, concurred that Americans hold many stereotypes
about foreign students. "People
ask about the Russian mafia,
or 'Do you have TV, papers?'
They think I should be used to
cold weather and that I should
drink vodka a lot," she said.
She also said that the Russian
educational standards are quite
similar to those in western
Europe, and are therefore
rather high.
Ecuadorian student Johanna
Heinert, an international business major, explained that she
held some stereotypes about
the United States before she
came to Fairfield. After living
in Miami as a 10 year-old, she
was "scared to come to
Fairfield because of the experiences I had with America in
Miami."
Russian student Ekaterina
Ilina explained that "You can

find good friendly people everywhere," a sentiment echoed by others on the panel.
Silvia Karamfilova, a Bulgarian student in the School of Business, spoke for the students from
the former Eastern Bloc nations
when she said, "It's not like we
were isolated during 45 years of
Communism; there were lots of
[art] exchange programs...We
know a lot about the U.S., but you
don't know about us."
German Joern Lahrs explained
that he was a little surprised when
two American family friends expressed their amazement that "I
was so 'normal' wearing blue jeans
and a sweater!"
Marisa Pi-Cuba, a Spanish modern language and communications major, expressed her dislike
of the American educational
system's lack of emphasis on ge-.
ography, which many members of
the panel agreed could contribute
to the Americans discomfort with
the foreign students.
"Sometimes I see a type of ignorance on this campus; a superficial initial interest in us [the international students]. Mainly, I think
this is a pretty homogeneous university," Karamfilova said.
Pi-Cuba concurred, but said,
"We're all more or less the same.
We're all humans; even if the culture is different, it's not that different."

Fairfield to host
second diversity
conference
Heather Wade
Staff Writer
Last year Fairfield University held its first official
multicultural conference. A
total of over 300 faculty, students, and administrators attended. Fairfield will hold its
2nd annual conference on
Multiculturalism and Diversity
in Catholic Education on February 21 and 222,1997. These
participants include Fairfield
members of 40 other Catholic
and non-Catholic institutions.
The participants discussed topics such as ethnicity, the meaning of diversity at colleges, disabilities, college life, the curriculum and gender issues.
Associate Academic Vice
President Dr. Mary Frances
Malone explained, "At last
years conference it was decided
to continue the conference. So
this year the conference is entitled 'Continuing the Dialogue', because its meant to
continue the discussion where
we left off last year." Appropriately, many of the issues
raised last year will be raised
and expanded upon this year.

New issues will also be raised.
Guest speakers include Dr.
Mary Brabeck, Dean of the School
of Education at Boston College.
Brabeck is a well known teacher,
author, and lecturer and is a founding member of the National Association of Women in Catholic
Higher Education and Xocomili
Cultural Studies at Boston College. She will be speaking on the
first day (February 21) of the two
day conference. On the 2nd day,
the featured guest speaker will be
Dr. Diana Hayes, Associate Professor of Theology at Georgetown
University. She also serves as an
adjunct faculty member for the
Master of Theology in the Black
Catholic Studies Program at
Xavier University of New Orleans.
She recently received the Bunn
award for faculty excellence at
Georgetown.
Topics expected to be discussed
at the conference include
multicultural experience on Catholic campuses, diversity in the curriculum, techniques for raising ethnic and cultural awareness, sexual
orientation, women in Catholic
education, religious minorities on

Continued on page 4
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Debate team continues to
impress
Christhy Vidal
Contributing Writer
The Fairfield University Debaters performed extremely well
at a tournament hosted by
Fordham University this weekend. Jason LaRue, who formed
a "hybrid" team with Harvarddebator Rob Cain, particularly
demonstrated his ability. After
winning their initial five rounds,
the Fairfield-Harvard duo was
selected to debate in semi-final

Native, from

ning four of their five rounds
against teams from Columbia,
Brown, UVA, and Swathmore.
These wins earned them an eleventh place finish. Christine Hopper also earned a seventh place
individual speaker award for her
oratory and analytical skill. The
Fairfield Debate Team will undoubtedly perform extremely
well at upcoming tournaments
being hosted by UPENN and
Bucknell.

rounds. By winning the semifinal debate on the eligibility of
individuals with criminal records
to practice law, the two debaters
proceeded to the final round.
There, they argued a case dealing with the final round, their
second place position among the
approximately seventy teams
was certainly deemed an accomplishment.
Christine Hopper and Cristhy
Vidal also debated well, win-

P.I
tribes of the area.
Based on the success of their
first event, NASA hopes to sponsor other such events in the future. Clinton said the event "went
well" and it seems to have
brought them closer to their goal
of presenting the "contemporary
Native American" to the com-

munity and eliminating past stereotypes. NASA was established
at Fairfield two years ago by
Clinton in her Freshman year.
They recently received their
charter this year and are on their
way to becoming a well recognized group on campus.

Diversity, from
p.3
campus, multiculturalism in human history, cultural wars and
theological perspectives on
multiculturalism.
To promote mutual understanding of these diverse issues,
President of Fairfield University, The Reverend Aloysius P.
Kelley, S.J. invited students to
submit proposals for possible
presentations at the conference.
Students are urged to set up workshops, write scholarly papers and
to give oral presentations.
To be eligible for presentation at the conference, all presentations must be submitted by
December 1, 1996 and will not
be accepted any later. This year,
presentations will be selected on
a competitive basis. All presentations should be submitted to
Dr. Malone.
Karen Creecy, Assistant Dean
of the Graduate School of Education and Allied Professions and
coordinator of the conference
explained that through these discussions and workshops, students will gain a better understanding of other cultures. She
explained, "Everyone has to be

aware of different cultures in the
workforce, education, and government; In all aspects of life.
One way to get students interested is to inform them."
One of the events planned for
Feb. 21 is a dialogue and a potpourri of cultural sights, smells,
and sounds. There will also be
vendors and foods associated
with various cultures. By familiarizing students with other cultures, she hopes that they will
learn to understand an to appreciate cultures different from their
own.
To register for the conference, please send a completed
registration form including the
fee, in a envelope, to: Larry
Mazon, Director of multicultural
Relations, at Loyola Hall, Room
4. The registration fee is $40 for
faculty, administrators, and staff,
and a $15 fee for students. The
fee includes continental breakfast and lunch on Saturday.
Anyone who wishes to do
volunteer work for the conference should contact Mr.
Fitzpatrick, Dr. Umansky, or Mr.
Mazon.

FOR COLLEGE GRADUATES
Now is the time to move forward on the road to
success. At ENTERPRISE, we understand the
uncertainty many young professionals face
when choosing a career—when companies are
unable to fulfill their commitments to you. Our
direction is clear—we are one of the largest
and fastest growing companies in America with
over 2700 offices worldwide. With an ever-present need to fill promoted positions, at
Enterprise you can be sure to move ahead.

Let's Talk!
Monday,
November

Here is a real opportunity to learn customer service, sales, office management and marketing.
We'll guide hard-working management trainees
to growth, promotion and long-term financial
security, as well as getting your career off to a
challenging and immediate start. First year
earnings are $24,000 plus excellent benefits
including 401 (K) & profit sharing.
So if you're a college graduate, looking for a
happy ending to your career search in
1997...send or fax resume to Amy:
203-834-5000 or 914-997-0211
FAX: 203-834-6147

Enterprise
i aoo rent-a-car

Pick Enterprise. We'll pick you up."
131 Danbury Road, Wilton, CT 06897
Visit our Website at: www.erac.com
Equal Opportunity Employer

THE CHAMBER MUSIC SOCIETY
OF LINCOLN CENTER
WITHTHI; ORION STRING QI ARTKT

SATURDAY,

Nov. 9 AT 8 PM

YOUNG AUDIENCE SERIES

1

CINDERELLA

50%
Discount
at all times
for
Fairfield
students
and staff

SlTXDAY, XOV. 10 AT 1 & 3 PM

ALICIA DE LARROCIIA, PIANIST
SATURDAY, NOV.

16

AT

8

PM

QUEENSLAND BALLET COMPANY

THE PIRATES OF PENZANCE
FRIDAY, NOV.

22

AT

8

PM

LAURIE LEWIS &
THE GRANT STREET BAND
NORTHERN LIGHTS
SATURDAY, NOV.

23 AT 8 PM

Box OFFICE: 203-254-4010
a

^^

ALL MAJOR CREDIT CARDS

QUICK
CENTER
V^CAT FAIRFIELD UNIVERSITY

Day of
show
RUSH
tickets
only
forFU
Students

BOOK NOW
FOR THE
HOLIDAYS!
Paris
London
Brussels
Madrid
Rome

$180
$183
$215
$259
$275

FARES ARE EACH WAY HWDM NEW YORK BASED ON A
ROUNOTIW PURCHASE. FARES DO NOT INCLUDE FEDERAL
TAXES OH PFCS TOTALLING S3 AND $45. DEPENDING
ON DESTINATION OR DEPARTURE CHARGES PAID DIRECTLY TO FOREIGN GOVERNMENTS.

CALL FOR A FREE
STUDENT TRAVELS MAGAZINE!

Council Travel
320 ELM STREET
NEW HAVEN, CT 06511

o

203-562-5335
http://www.cice.org/travcl.htm

Staff
(10 am 5 pm)

EURAILPASSES
ISSUED ON-THE-SPOT!

Cheer your
favorite turkey!
Boo that leftover
cranberry sauce!
There's one
issue left, so get
your comments in to
Box AA or the Mirror office (You
know where it is by
now!) by Monday,
December 9.

Campus Life

The Fairfield Mirror

The dangers of
Caffeine
Jennifer Imperia
Assistant Editor Campus Life

As students prepare for final
examinations, anticipating allnighters and large amounts of
coffee, it's important to be aware
of the possible dangers involved
with caffeine consumption. Although recent studies debate
whether or not caffeine is truly
harmful, a majority of the research suggests that when caffeine is ingested in large
amounts , there are several physical ailments that are causing
major concerns in the medical
world.
Caffeine is one of the most
widely used stimulants around
the globe, being found in coffee,
tea, soft drinks and even chocolate. Students often try to stay
awake and study by drinking
these caffinated beverages or
taking highly concentrated caffeine pills without knowing all
the risks involved. According
to the Food and Drug Administration (FDA), 60 percent of
American adults drink an average of two cups per day while 25
percent drink five cups or more.
With easy accessibility to coffee
and soft drinks all over campus,
that last minute boost before class
is a common habit that can ultimately turn into a dangerous
addiction.
The average cup of coffee
contains 100 to 150 milligrams
of caffeine. One ounce of milk
chocolate may contain up to 25
milligrams, and one tablet of
nonprescription Vivarin or
NoDoz contains 200 milligrams
of the drug. Since many students
stress about exams, it's common
to take two or three caffeine tablets the night before a test! "I
took three NoDoz's and probably about three cups of coffee
the morning before a test so 1
could study some more, and I
was doubled over in pain," said
junior Patty Bamford.
Since caffeine is easily absorbed into the body, it is quickly
distributed to the central nervous system. Initially, one to
three cups of coffee can produce
an elevation of mood, decreased
fatigue and increased mental and
physical work capacity. Because
caffeine slows down the flow of
blood to the brain, there is a
feeling of relaxation and temporary relief from headaches.
However, caffeine acts as a
stimulant on the heart, resulting
in an increased heart rate, slightly
higher blood pressure and a constant rise and fall of blood sugar
levels that can eventually lead to
fatigue and depression. Other
short term effects of heavy caffeine consumption include reoccurring insomnia, restlessness
and anxiety.
Researchers from the Boston
Collaborative Drug Surveillance
Program surveyed hospital patients who had suffered from

heart attacks and found that
men and women who drank at
least four cups of coffee a day
were twice as likely to have
coronaries than those who abstained from it. As increased
chances for heart disease are
among the primary concerns
of studies surrounding caffeine, other long term effects
include nervousness and susceptibility to seizures. According to Science News magazine, research has found that
heavy caffeine intake may also
increase the risk of
osteoperosis, a condition involving the increasing brittleness of bones as well as bone
loss.
FDA studies show that caffeine is both physically and
psychologically addictive. Although it can be argued that
there is not enough evidence
to support this, the fact that
there are specific withdrawal
symptoms that accompany reduced caffeine intake suggest
that it is addictive. According
to the New England Journal of
Medicine, withdrawal symptoms include migraine headaches, anxiety, irritability and
depression.
"Everyday of my freshman and
sophomore year, I would wake
up and walk right over to the
coffee bar to get my fix. I guess
I'm pretty dependent on it,"
Bamford said.
On the other hand, Harvard
researchers found that there is
no evidence to prove that coffee and caffeine consumption
increases health problems.
They found that people who
drink excessive amounts of
coffee tend to smoke, drink
alcohol and are often harddriving individuals, all of
whom tend to have high a high
incidence of cardiovascular
problems. However, the fact
that these individuals are still
noted to consume excessive
amounts of coffee is still an
important factor in the risk for
heart disease.
The American Health Foundation published the Book of
Health which states that if
used in moderation, coffee is
not harmful to most people.
S ince coffee contains no nutritional value, there is no need to
consume more than the average amount of one to three
cups of coffee per day.
Slowly reducing caffeine
intake and eventually switching over to decaffinated drinks
is an effective way to avoid
future problems. Although
everyone loves their morning
cup of coffee, it is important to
recognize that the temporary
satisfaction of a caffeine high
may be hazardous to your
health. "Even though I know
it's bad for me, I need a couple
cups of coffee a day to keep
me going," said senior Greg
Marzuck.
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COSO NEWS:
UMOJAhosts the annual KWANZAA celebration. Join us as
we celebrate, Dec. 8 at 6p.m. in the Oak Room.
Circle K Thanksgiving Project: Help Circle K and the Economics Club. Join the club for breakfast and speakers, and
then volunteer in the soup kitchens. This all happens on Nov.
24.
Peer Education Sexual Assault Team will hold a self defense
class on Friday, Nov. 22 any time between 3-5p.m. in the
multi-purpose room in the Rec Plex.
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Local Sewage Plant Pollutes Long Island Sound
Read this before you swim
Amy Harrigan
Staff Writer
Formany prospective and current students, Fairfield Beach and
the Long Island Sound are major
attractions
of
Fairfield
University's location. Yet students may not know that this
water, while beautiful to look at
and to live on, is being continuously contaminated with treated
wastewater.
The wastewater, which originates from our homes, is treated
at a nearby sewage treatment
plant off of Reef Road and is
pumped back into Long Island
Sound from a large pipe extending one and a half miles off of
Lantern Point. Tom Huber, an
empl^ee of the sewage treatmenjgjlant, s*id "sometimes at
low-Tide, yowcHn s%e rfte ]fipe
bubbling up off Lantern Point."
While reportedly 80 to 90 percent clean, the water is disinfected with chlorine and flushed
into the Sound. Huber said, "we
recently found that chlorine kills
shellfish, so a new method involving an ultra violet filter is
being developed to solve the

problem."
Besides chlorine, treated
wastewater contains excess nitrogen, which is also discharged
into the Sound. Nitrogen lowers
the oxygen levels in the water,
and many bottom-dwelling shell

emanating during low tide. "It
smells a lot worse than just low
tide, it smells like garbage," said
beach resident Colleen Kearney.
This stench is given off by the
sewage treatment plant's
composting bin,
located within viewing distance

After a late night swim off of Lantern Point, one beach resident left
the water with a bad rash that
lasted for three days.
fish suffocate from the
lack of air. This condition, called
hypoxia, is one cause of the
countless, dead horseshoe crabs
scattered along Fairfield Beach.
It is not only aquatic life however, that is effected by the pollution in the Sound. After a late
night swim off of Lantern Point,
one beach resident left the water
with a bad rash that lasted for
three days. Many beach residents
have also noticed a foul smell

from Fairfield Beach Road.
After visiting the plant for a
research project, senior Allison
Messina said, "everything there
is really old. They have a computer that doesn't work, so the
employees operate everything
manually."
The facility, which treats nine
million gallons of water a day,
has been in use since 1950. With
expansion of the sewer system

over the years and the entrance
of rainwater and groundwater
into the system through leaking
pipes, flows to the plant are now
approaching the plant's design
capacity. The last major expansion of the plant occurred in the
late 1960's, and much of the
equipment is 25 years old. A
spokesperson for Connecticut's
Department of Environmental
Protection said, "the system no
longer insures or adequately protects against pollution of the
waters, and further pollution of
the waters can reasonably be anticipated in the future."
Yet despite the problems rendered by the antiquated system
and polluting by-products, there
is some good news about the
sewage treatment plant. Don
Gonyea, a representative for the
Water Bureau in the State of
Connecticut's Department of Environmental Protection, said the
Fairfield plant is "looking up."
Beginning in 1997, the plant is
to be renovated under a 48 million dollar project. Among other
changes, the proposed renovation seeks alternative treatment
technologies for nitrogen removal, the stoppage of chlorina-

tion disinfection, and odor control. The plan also hopes to meet
more stringent limits for nitrogen, required by the Department of Environmental Protection for discharge into Long Island Sound. The new recommended facilities would include
expanded tanks and settling
chambers, new biofilters, ultra
violet disinfection and a septage
station.
Although this plan calls on a
multimillion dollar renovation
to change the fate of the Long
Island Sound, many measures
can be taken on an individual
level to help reduce water pollution. For example, beach residents can limit their use of harsh
household cleaners and refrain
from pouring oils into drains.
Using less water in showers and
sinks also helps to stop the flow
of excess water to the sewage
treatment plant. Hopefully, if
people act conscientiously, we
can reduce pollution in the
Sound, and once again feel safe
swimming in this precious waterway.

airfield Faces...
Brian Kelly has a passion for the arts
Jess Habansky
Contributing Writer
He sprints in long determined
strides across campus like an
antelope. He runs from the back
of Canisius Hall, down the slope
to the Gonzaga Auditorium
doorway, acoustic guitar slung
around his back, flowing brown
hair dancing in the wind. Brian
Kelly, dressed in black, is on his
way to audition new members
of his band at Gonzaga Hall.
Kelly is a slave to the arts. From
jamming with his Fairfieldbased band, Psychic Water, to
running the light-board at the
Quick Center's Black Box and
Pepsico theaters, to playing
fiendish roles in low-budget
films, Kelly's life is consumed
by artistic pursuits.
The one thing that would
make Kelly a happy man for the
rest of his life is playing and
singing his music for a living.
When he was a senior in high
school at Fairfield Prep, Kelly
discovered his passion for music. "I decided that if everybody
else around me was in a band,
why couldn't I do it too?" he
says.
Starting from scratch, Kelly
i UiiV^W.

formed Psychic Water. Since
high school, he says the band has
undergone massive changes,
stemming mainly from band
members moving on after college graduation.
"There are aspects of college
band-life we have to face," Kelly
points out. "But our primary core
group has remained from high
school, which has
helped make us an
even tighter outfit
because of all the
years we've stuck
with it."
Kelly's off-stage
persona mirrors his
on-stage personality.
He overflows with
energy and a sense of
the dramatic. On
some days, he can be
seen wearing tiedyed Grateful Dead
apparel from head-totoe, while on other days he resembles a Nine Inch Nails stagehand, shrouded in jet-black
threads and boots. Kelly stands
proudly alone among a sea of
collared shirts and pressed khakis.
"I like to channel this value
for show on-stage when the band

naecuwAYKvi •
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performs. Our extravagant wardrobes and stage sets provide the
perfect vehicles for entertaining
the crowd to its maximum," he
says. "Regardless of if they like
us or not, they will watch us."
When Kelly sits and describes
these things, his eyes widen, similar to that of a wonderstruck child.
He holds a sincere passion for his

life. He can't get enough of it.
It comes as no surprise that
Kelly's involvement in theater
has a direct impact on his musical life as well. As the assistant
honcho running the light boards
at the Quick Center, he is fortunate to absorb the various eclectic theatrical and musical acts
•<>•••..,
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that are performed every week,
though not always according to
plan. At a recent Thunderstick
show in the Black Box, Kelly
was faced with dysfunctional
lights prior to the second show.
To say he was visibly stressed is
putting it mildly. Yet he managed to remain calm enough to
provide sufficient lighting for
the show and
had the technical difficulties worked
out by the
show's end.
Kelly's involvement in
the arts includes film as
well. During
his freshman
year
at
Fairfield, he
starred in a
low-budget
film called "The Jester," created
by his friend Jack Simon. Kelly
was cast as the pyromaniac antagonist, who paraded around in
a black leather jacket and basically wreaked havoc upon the
other characters in the story. Hi s
film career is currently at a stand....,.-...-■• t....

, i * •

still, yet one never knows what
the future holds. Besides, when
most actors might sulk at the
realization of a stale film career,
Kelly always has Bernice, his
black Ibenez Road-Star guitar,
to take his mind off things.
Kelly is currently planning
and booking a multimedia musical event, scheduled to be held in
the Levee. He intends to project
a live video of Psychic Water on
a big screen behind the actual
band as they play on stage. "It
probably won't amount to
much," he says, "but it's still so
much fun organizing and arranging a media event like this."
Although Kelly enjoys the
technical work he does, he ultimately longs for life on the road
with the band. "I want the late
hours and the bloodshot eyes
from a lack of sleep," he says.
Kelly is a step ahead of his
generation. He actively develops his personal interests at a
stage in life when many people
would rather spend time on a bar
stool. Kelly, in fact, does not
drink alcohol. He chooses instead, to spend his time pursuing
his artistic passions.
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The Job Hunt:
Tips on how to interview successfully
John Grifferty
Staff Writer
Application forms have been
filled out. Resumes have been
faxed. These are sure signs that
seniors are preparing for the days
that lie ahead after graduation.
To secure future employment
however, most students will have
to interview with their prospective employers.
Some Fairfield students have
not been interviewed since entering the halls of Bellarmine
during senior year of high school.
Others have never had a formal
interview with a professional organization. Thus, many students
are unfamiliar with the nuances
of interviewing.
The professional interview requires extensive preparation. In
order to conduct an effective
interview, one must be prepared
to prove to an interviewer that
he or she is the perfect candidate
forthe job. This can be achieved
by being amicable and by displaying a desire to work hard in
order to pursue the goals of the
organization. Onemust convince
the employer that he possesses
skills that will benefit the company. An interviewee should
emphasize how the organization
will benefit from her employment.
Richard Bolles, in his book,
What Color is Your Parachute?,
says, "you want to come across
as focused on what you can do
for the employer, rather than on
what an employer can do for
you." He adds that a candidate
should exhibit that he is a problem solver rather than someone
who simply keeps busy.
One cannot take the goals of
the organization for granted. An
interviewee should conduct research on the company she is
seeking employment with. According to the National Business Employment Weekly
(NBEW), researching a given
organization can give a candidate focus for an interview strategy and enable him to make a
better presentation. Knowing a
company's goals also conveys a
sense of enthusiasm from the
candidate.
An interviewee must also anticipate potential problems in an
interview, such as objections an
interviewer might have to the
candidate's credentials. It is important for an interviewee to
know his weaknesses along with
his strengths.
According to the NBEW,
"you are being judged from the
moment you arrive at a company ." The first few moments of
an interview creates the first impressions the employers receive
of the prospective candidate.
Thus, an interviewee wants to
maintain a positive presence

from the onset. This can be
achieved through body language,
sharp listening skills, and the
ability to respond promptly and
concisely.
Listening skills can often
make or break an interview.
According to the NBEW, interviews are meant to involve lots
of give and take. Donald Sweet,
a human resources consultant,
says in the NBEW, that a candidate should never be preoccupied with her own ideas and opinions. She should also give her
complete attention to the inter-

- -

viewer and restrain any individual biases. A candidate must
focus on the needs of the interviewer, rather than on his own.
Of course, interviewing does
not simply consist of responding
to questions asked by a potential
employer. According to the
NBEW, "interviewing is a twoway street." A candidate must
ask specific questions to learn
more about the position he is
applying for. Questions to ask
should involve information about
responsibilities, performance
measurements and management

style.
Once the interview is over,
follow-up techniques are crucial to impress a potential employer. These involve submitting any requested references or
recommendation letters along
with the requisite thank you letter and prompt response to any
special requests.
In the past, employers have
sought information extraneous
to the interview as the most important selling points of a candidate. Employment references
and transcripts were given much

more priority than the interview
itself. Today, the trend is changing. The hiring interview is becoming more and more important in the process of securing
employment. Therefore, it is essential to know what employers
are looking for in a candidate.
As Bolles says, "assuming you
can do the job, you must display
what distinguishes you from 19
other people who can do the same
thing."

MJ*

If you don't take no for an answer,
these could be your new roommates.
If she says, "No, stop!" and you don't listen, you're
committing rape. A felony. And you could go to jail.
Where it may take you a while to get used to the
guys in your new dorm.

Against her will is against the law.
This tagline is used with permission from Pi Kappa Phi.
©1992 Rape Treatment Center, Santa Monica Hospital.
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From the Editor's
Desk...
As a second semester senior who is finished
with my major, minor, and core courses, I
was hoping to take this semester and broaden
my horizons with interesting electives. To my
dismay however, when I went to the registrar
office on Monday afternoon three out of four
of my choices were closed. My only thought
was, "I'm glad that I am not a freshman."
Being that we now live in a computer based
society, I was hoping to take Information
Systems. By 10:30 on Monday morning almost all of the Information Systems classes
were filled by Business majors and minors.
We all need and use computers in this day
and age. As an English major seeking a career in Journalism, computer literacy is just
as important to me as it is to many others.
My only hope is that in the future a new
system is developed, so that students have a
fair opportunity to take classes that interest
them.
In closing, I as well as many other seniors
are smiling at the thought of never having to
register again.
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Gentlemen, don t write
on bathroom walls
To the Editor,
There's a song that says "Signs,
signs, everywhere signs...Can't
you read the signs." Unfortunately when people hear songs
and read signs they fail to question them and theirvalidity. Since
I have been a freshmen at
Fairfield, different ethnic and religious groups have been bashed
verbally and on the bathroom
walls.
Once these prejudices are
heard or read by the students and
the faculty,' the problem is addressed immediately. Unfortunately, this is not the case for
prejudices spoken or written
against females at Fairfield. It
has been brought to my attention
by several males that their are

Publication Policy
The Mirror welcomes the opinions and contributions of
its readers. Letters to the Editor, announcements and independent articles may be submitted to Box AA or to the Mirror
Office on the ground floor of Gonzaga Hall.
1) Letters must be relevant and timely. 2) Letters must
also be typewritten with a 20-65 margin, double spaced. 3)
Letters must be received by 3:00 PM Sunday for publication the
following Thursday. 4) Letters to the Editor must be signed.
Only with the expressed permission of the Mirror Editorial
Board will unsigned letters be published. S) Letters which
contain personal arguments or replies should be conducted on
a face to face basis so that room can be reserved for more
general topics. 6) Letters must be free of personal attacks,
inaccurate factual material, and libel, and should also be free of
grammatical and spelling errors. 7) AH announcements and
other submissions must be typewritten and received by
6:00 PM on the Sunday prior to publication. Prior notification by phone or mail is advised. 8) Once received all
submissions become property of the Fairfield Mirror. Under no circumstances does the Mirror guarantee publication of unsolicited submissions, and reserves the right to
edit such. The Editorial Board shall determine which articles will appear. The Board's decision is final.

writings making a mockery of
female students on the bathroom
walls of Canisius, Jogues, and the
Campus Center.
As we well know, I have never
witnessed this and must depend
on the males at Fairfield to protect
their fellow classmates, both female and male. It is quite unfortunate that someone has the audacity to write slurs about females
on the bathroom walls.
We are supposed to be part of
a community at Fairfield. When
racial and ethnic groups are made
a mockery of, there are major
uproars. Females are being bashed
without their awareness.
Any male who writes, reads, or
talks about the writings against
females on the bathroom walls,
but fails to take action is respon-

sible for this lack of maturity. If
you are a male, imagine two
things. What if those writings
were about your sister? And what
if you were the girl who had no
idea she was being made a mockery of?
I ask that students, male and
female, realize we are a community who is responsible for both
our actions and our lack of actions. Please make a concious
effort to be aware and also to care
about the feelings of others. If
you know of such incidences,
please notify security or be a
gentleman and cross the writing
off the walls.
Signed,
Kate Mclntyre
SBRA President

Finkelstein: Innuendo
disguised as scholarship
To the Editor,
Free speech, the expression
of diverse and even extreme
points of view, is absolutely desirable on a university campus.
So is responsible scholarship.

Office is located on Gonzaga Ground Floor, Fairfield
University.
Mailing Address: Box AA, Fairfield University, 1073
North Benson Road, Fairfield, CT 06430. Telephone:
(203) 254-4000 ext. 2533. Fax: (203) 254-4000 ext. 2534.
All rights reserved. Copyright 1996 by The Fairfield
Mirror, Inc.
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Unfortunately, the talk given
by Dr. Norman G. Finkelstein,
Nov. 13, 1996, at the Barone
Center, was not merely the expression of an extreme view. It
was also a dangerous diatribe
under the guise of being a scholarly presentation. It shamed not
the university, which has to be
tolerant and forbearing about
such events. It shamed and academically discredited the persons in the History Department
responsible for sponsoring the
lecture.
Finkelstein's entire presentation was animated by wild and
sweeping analogies, extending
over giant leaps of space and
time, about conquests by Americans, British, Germans —and
Israelis. It provided some in the
audience (and this has to pass as
education of sorts) with a picture of an obsessively passionate mind, but one without any
capacity for nuance, context or
truth.
It is certainly Finkelstein's
prerogative to have and express
whatever feelings he likes (including self-hatred—he is re-

puted not to be fond of Jews.) I for
one deplore "political correctness"
and the attempt to suppress
people's religious, racial and gender sentiments and biases. But
when biases pervasively inform,
and qualify, what is presented as
scholarship, we are no longer listening to another academic "point
of view."
To give a few examples out of
many - Finkelstein raised doubts
about the qualifications of a demographer on the grounds that
"only an American Jew" would
believe her statistics. Those statistics might indeed be faulty, but
the slurring animadversion is not
scholarly evidence - any more than
if Finkelstein had "argued," "What
do you expect from a woman?"
Finkelstein apparently does not
like the King of Jordan. He disparaged him to the accompaniment of the adjective "diminutive." Agian, I support anyone's
right to dislike short people, and
even to say so publicly. But intruding that dislike, by devious
metaphor, to make it seem to characterize the political stature of the
King is not scholarship. An inappropriate metaphor may have
some wit and charm but, like putting a tulip bulb into an electric
socket, it will confirm no truth and
shed no light.
Finkelstein sees Prime Ministers Peres and Netanyahu as absolutely inflexible. Chairman Arafat
on the other hand he sees as much

too yielding and hence dangerous
to the Palestinian cause. With so
many available proponents for
both Israeli and Palestinian views,
one wonders why Finkelstein was
chosen to give the talk over, say,
a representative of Hamas.
Is there something we were
supposed to expect of Finkelstein?
Is it significant to the force of the
case he tried to make that he established ideological and geographical roots in Palestinian
Hebron after wandering there
from Brooklyn, or that he is Jewish and had a suffering Jewish
mother?
Inspired by Finkelstein' s grand
analogies, I would suggest that
using him to enlighten us about
the Arab-Israel conflict would be
the equivalent of having King
George III use Benedict Arnold
to articulate the position of the
American colonists.
There were some young and
impressionable students in the audience who voiced loud approval
of Finkelstein's replies to questions. They seemed to be continuing an uncritical and unthinking exuberance which had been
inculcated in their classrooms and
for which they had been primed.
And that is a serious university
problem.
Signed,
Morris Grossman
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State of Emergency
Christopher Deis
Commentary Editor

The election is over and the
discussion of issues, either superficially or substantively, has
been laid to rest...at least for the
next four years. Ironically, the
one decision made on election
day that will in all probability
have lasting repercussions, beyond even the reaffirmation of
the Republican dominance of
Congress, is the misdirected,
semi-populist ground swell
against .affirmative action and
similar programs designed to
provide equal access to minorities, women, and other disenfranchised groups which was
validated with the passage of
Proposition 209 in California.
Ironically, in the same week
that California's punitive initiative is passed a series of
events that reaffirm, acknowledge, and demonstrate the depth
of racism, prejudice and the
need to expand affirmative action programs in this country
unfold.
For the unaware, Proposition 209 bans "preferences" in
public hiring and education for
women and minorities. Similar
initiatives in eleven other states
including Texas and Pennsylvania were placed on hold pending California's approval of
Proposition 209. With the passage of California's ban, the
flood gates have been opened
and it is expected that this measure and others like it will be
copied and approved by the
other eleven states.
Although the outcome and
effect of such bans has not been
determined it is safe to assume
that if they go unchallenged and/
or are voted constitutional by
the Supreme Court, that programs, which are designed to
create opportunity for those

denied it will be sacked, and recruitment designed to increase the
student diversity of college campuses and consequently the educational experience received there
will suffer.
The proponents of this ban believe that it is immoral and unfair
to allow certain groups "benefits"
at the expense of others. Reading
between the lines, the "special
privileges" that are spoken of are
conscious efforts by the government to remedy past discrimination against women and minorities. These special privileges make
no reference to commonplace programs that allow the children of
college Alumni and athletes, the
majority of whom are white, access to higher education. The general anger and hostility towards
affirmative action in the workplace
finds similar "racial coding" when
one looks beneath the surface and
discovers that the current battle
against affirmative action is really
the manifestation of a nativist and
racist agenda that manipulates the
malaise and fear that is evident in a
time of economic uncertainty.
Defenders of these programs
would likely point to the upward
mobility of some blacks and a "culture of dependency" among minorities that destroys any motivation to succeed. The central element in their critique of affirmative action is a fanciful notion of
"reverse racism" that limits the opportunities of white men in this
culture. For the proponents of
Proposition 209 and others like it,
the concept of structural racism; a
racism that is pervasive and widespread, is a figment of the collective imagination of women and
minorities. Despite the overwhelming evidence to the contrary, this
question of structural racism demands attention because it is only
through a comparison of fact and
perception of fact that an anti-racist struggle can be waged.

Simultaneous with the passage
of Proposition 209 this country
saw the following series of events:
-In support of charges made by
Blacks and Latinos that they are
abused at the hands of the New
York Police Department, Amnesty International finds that the
NYPD is America's most brutal
police force, joining the ranks of
Chicago and Los Angeles in the
hall of shame. This study found
that people of color seem to be
most likely to receive beatdowns
or to be murdered by the police. In
fact, 87% of wrongful deaths reviewed by the Civilian Complaints
Review Board involved Blacks
and Latinos.
- It is discovered the charges of
rape and sexual harassment
against women in the Army by
drill instructors is widespread and
that there are hundreds and quite
possibly thousands of cases of
harassment and rape that need to
be reviewed.
- Long time allegations by African-American employees and
women that Texaco Oil practices
widespread discrimination in its
hiring and promotion practices are
proven to be true. Executives of
the company are recorded, and
their comments include racist and
hateful statements about Blacks
calling them "niggers" and "black
jellybeans." Jewish employees
and women are similarly harrassed
and demeaned by the comments
of the Texaco executives.
- Avis Rent-A-Car System is
now facing charges that it refused
to rent cars to Black customers.
The franchises felt that Blacks
were either high risk or unfairly
refused their credit. Charges of
racism against Avis are based on
the fact that the corporate headquarters knew of the charges and
allowed the racist behavior to continue.
- In Pennslyvania and Florida,
police were acquitted by grand

Fr. Drinan revisited
To the Editor:
Mr. Joseph Marcell writes
in the October 24 edition of the
Mirror that "Speakers should
be heroes not heretics" in writing about the Quick Center lecture by Father Robert Drinan,
S.J. He then goes on to accuse
Fr. Drinan of heresy. As the
rector of the Jesuit community
at Fairfield, I would like to put
on the record that Fr. Drinan is,
and always has been, a priest in
good standing, and a Jesuit in
good standing. Neither Bishop

Egan nor Fr. Barry, the Jesuit Provincial, nor Cardinal Hickey, the
Cardinal Archbishop of Washington where Fr. Drinan resides, has
ever questioned Fr. Drinan's orthodoxy. As Fr. Barry is careful to
point out in his press release, Fr.
Drinan is, and has alwaysbecnopposed to abortion. The question at
issue between him and Fr. Drinan
is whether the fine point of law,
which is the basis of Fr. Drinan's
Op-Ed piece, would be understood.
Fr. Drinan is an academic lawyer
and is concerned with the suitability of a piece of legislation as law,

which is very appropriate for
someone studying about and
teaching law.
What is disturbing about Mr.
Marcello's piece is that the error
of fact in his article, his lack of
clarity, and even more, the impugning of character are not what
one should expect from anyone
associated with the great Jesuit
tradition of education.
Signed,
Timoth E. Toohig, S.J.
Rector

juries of killing unarmed black
citizens even though there were
witnesses that stated that the police acted in an irresponsible manner. To add fuel to the fire, the
Pennslyvania jury that acquitted
the police officer accused of murdering Jonny Gammage, cousin
of Pittsburgh Steeler Ray Seals,
was all white.
Facts speak louder than words
and the reality is that racism in the
form of police abuse and prejudice in the work place is very real.
We are then left with the following question: How does one wage
an anti-racist struggle against radical forces that seek to derail this
country's movement toward a
progressive public policy that
seeks to include all of its citizens?
First, people must become
aware of the issues and their complexities from both the left and
the right. Citizens must have the
facts in order to make informed
decisions.
Second, those that wish to become involved in the anti-racist
struggle must correct racist and
prejudice behavior in their friends,
family, coworkers, and themselves. Write letters to and protest illegal and unfair activities
by government and business. Become involved with your local
government.
Third, people must recognize
the difference between prejudice
and racism. Prejudice can afflict
anyone at anytime because it literally means to pre-judge. Racism is far more damaging and
only afflicts those with power in
a society because it is structural
and deeply rooted in the hierarchy of a society.
Fourth, refuse to spend money
at stores or with companies that
are racist or prejudice. Don't believe the hype when the corporate
leadership says that you are only
hurting the little guy when you
boycott a company. If the fran-

chises are hurt enough only then
will the parent companies listen
and rectify their behavior.
Finally, the most difficult component of becoming part of the
anti-racist struggle is that European-Americans that wish to participate must resist the programming that tells them that since
they were not born when the atrocities of racism took place they are
therefore not responsible for them.
This is the largest impediment to
racial progress because it denies
the concept of privilege and its
relationship to power. Those with
power must be morally correct
and acknowledge that they benefit from unfair actions, past and
present, against people of color.
However Utopian this may sound,
European-Americans that desire
to be part of this struggle must
make this admission and do everything to reject their privilege
by striving to provide opportunities for others.
Proposition 209 may be here to
stay. But, the underlying importance is that right minded citizens
must challenge misguided measures taken by their neighbors and
government. People must be made
to understand that the inequities
of class and race must be acknowledged if this country is to be competitive in the twenty-first century. That is not to say that substantive discourse about revisions
of or improvements in affirmative
action programs is taboo, when
the clear reality is that these programs need to be expanded and
refined. What it is to say, is that as
a community of citizens linked to
each other by chance, choice, and
fate we must try to provide equal
opportunity for all members of
our society in order to fulfill the
best sense of what it means to be a
democracy.
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Superfan
says hi!
To the Editor:

Adriana Maguire
Contributing Writer
Christmas has become a commercial holiday, blah, blah, blah, blah,
blah... I think we are all cognizant of
that fact. While it does bother me, I
still see the spirit of the season even
though it is heavily draped in tinsel
and gift wrap. The Holiday Season is
a special and strange time of the year.
Not only does it hold religious significance for several faiths, but it is
also the only time of the year when
most people are actually happy. It is,
in general, a time of "goodwill" towards all women and men, no matter
who you are. Everyone is busy running around getting ready for their
festivities. There are signs, bells,
lights, ribbon, candles, carols, and
even trees. But, what is the effect of
all this build up?
I am one of the first to enjoy the
atmosphere. It is healthy to have
something to look forward to especially when the days are getting

shorter, colder, and the landscape simply
looks dead. But, the other day one of the
most innocent things enraged me. I was
minding my own business walking around
the mall and noticing all the holiday lights,
signs, and in general the red and green
motif. I simply attributed this to the stores'
early preparation for the shopping season
which is to start the day AFTER Thanksgiving, a holiday which, unfortunately, has
been sucked into the vacuum that the Christmas season has become. Then, I saw something which made my stomach turn. It was
Santa Claus. Yes folks, I guess he took an
early flight in and is going to skip the
Macy's Thanksgiving Day parade. Santa,
in all his jovial glee, was at the mall a full
two weeks before Thanksgiving.
As I said before, I enjoy the holiday
season as much as anyone, but it is being
stretched beyond it's limits. Preparation
for the holidays has started earlier and
earlier. I am reminded of the Crazy Eddie's
commercials for their Christmas in July
sale -"Christmas in July, it's insane!" But,
if this trend keep up, it could end up being
reality some day. Over the years people are

being reminded earlier and earlier in the year
that the holidays are coming. Stores, besides
having blatantly obvious decoration, try to
subtly remind shoppers by playing Christmas
music, another ridiculous ploy I found at the
mall. The trouble with all this preparation is
that the holidays themselves have become
anticlimatic. Everyone anticipates the festivities for months and they just come and go in the
midst of the chaos. We just get to clean up the
mess and start all over again for next year.
Is it really worth it? There is all this preparation and anticipation, the actual event turns
out to be anticlimatic, and we all have to look
forward to for the rest of the winter is
Valentine's Day, which can cause as much
anguish as it does joy. Doesn't sound much
like a holiday to me. The holidays should be
enjoyed and savored. But, too much of anything will make you sick and you will eventually become bored with it, much like a Sodexho
turkey sandwich for lunch everyday. So, with
all this in mind, I respectfully ask Santa to get
his butt back to the North Pole. Don't worry
Santa, we'll save some turkey leftovers for
you.
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Allow me to introduce myself. I am
Superfan. First name and last name in one,
much like Sting. I have but one purpose in
life: Stags Basketball. And it is my mission in life to spread the word across this
campus that Fairfield University basketball is King.
A mere 10 years ago, Fairfield was on
top of the MAAC and played in the Big
Dane. Sports Illustrated names our Alumni
Hall one of the toughest area to play in. The
Red Sea engulfed opposing players, the
Association of Stag Supporters (you spell
this one out..) made it to every game, home
and away, to make Stag opponent's lives a
two hour nightmare. They sat behind opposing benches, taunting players with researched and intelligent comments. They
did their "pregame scouting" and knew
their targets.
I Superfan, believe in history, in nostalgia, and think that history needs to be
repeated. Want to know why before every
MAAC game, a sportsmanship decree is
read? Why can't we as fans sit behind the
other basket in Alumni Hall or behind
opposing bench? It's referred to, off the
record, as the "Fairfield Rule."
Spirited, involved, fired-up students
caused this. Students who went to every
game, sat through every minute, and went
home exhausted and hoarse. They went to
every road game, moved exams, skipped
exams, and wrote papers in between
timeouts and halftime, just so they could
see their beloved Stags. We did it before,
and we can do it again, And I, Superfan,
urge you to treat Stag basketball like I do:
like a drug.
Fairfield was on Sportscenter a few time
last year. Once, thanks to culinary "wizardry" but the other times because we were
damn good. And we're still damn good. In
fact, I thing we might be damned better.
And I want to see the damned seats filled
with red wearing, screaming freaks set on
making the game exciting and fun. The
sixth man often does not sit on the bench
but in the stands. A good, energetic crowd
is as beneficial to a basketball team as a
good player.
And to welcome Stag Freshmen and let
them know what we're all about.., every
time John Tice, Andy Buzbee, Sunday
Enijoukan enter the game, shoot the ball,
dribble, dunk or whatever go crazy!!
This is my manifesto, This is my dream.
Due to the sacredness of my mission, I
must remain anonymous. It is most essential for carry out my plans. I must inform
you, the Stag fan, of all you need to know
about the other team, their coaches, and
their program most crucial to your game
involvement. I, Superfan, beckon you back
to last February when the Stages played
Iona for the MAAC championship. There
wasn't a seat to be had. The fans were
absolutely electric. Go nuts for every layup breakaway dunk, and steal.
I pledge no allegiance, except to the flag
and the Stag. I have no, nor want any part
of FUSA or the University Athletic Department. My mission is a rock..an island
of sorts. I won't stick out of the crowd, I'll
be just another freak in red, going nuts.
Please join me in reviving Stagmania and
making it as contagious as Ebola. You will
be hearing from me..see you ALL at the
game
Signed,
Superfan
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Battle of Reef Road:
Bud's vs. The Firehouse
David Chomick
Leo Civitillo
Mark Risi
Contributing Writers
For years, students have
traveled down Reef Road and
couldn't help but notice two familiar landmarks: The Firehouse
Deli and Bud's Delicatessen.
Each offer a wide array of deli
meats, salads, and specialty sandwiches- but these two delis are
worlds apart. When driving past
The Firehouse, you often see residents of Fairfield County on their
lunch breaks grabbing a quick bite to
eat on the patio.
You'll often see
your typical well
groomed, uppermiddle class, white
collar Fairfield citizens frequenting
The Firehouse. On
the other hand, if
you pass by Bud's
on a weekday afternoon, you often
see huge pay loaders, sanitation
trucks, and other
vehicles driven by
the hard working, blue-collar
workers of Fairfield. The typical
Bud's customers are looking for
a quick but cheap bite to eat.
What happens when these two
deli powerhouses go toe to toe?
Ladies and gentlemen, The Battle
Of Reef Road.
Leo:
As for me, I opted to
compare the sandwiches these
delis had to offer. First, I chose
the New Yorker at The Firehouse
Deli. The New Yorker consists
of roast beef, melted Swiss
cheese, onions, tomatoes, and
choice of rolls (onion, Portuguese, hero, or hard roll.) The
hard roll and roast beef were
very fresh, and the sandwich^
proved to be satisfying. The cost
was $5.25. In addition, I picked
up a quarter pound of tuna salad
($2.00) and a bag of chips ($.50.)
Overall, the meal came to $7.74.
Not a bad price for a good meal.
Bud's isn't as formal as
The Firehouse. He doesn't have
fancy names or catchy themes
for his sandwiches. He's your
average around the block deli
guy. The sandwich I chose was
the ham and cheese melt. Like
The Firehouse, this sandwich had
fresh ham, melted Swiss cheese

and tomatoes. Although there
wasn't a wide selection of rolls,
the hard roll did prove to be
fresh and the sandwich was
also satisfying. The cost was
$4.50. In addition, I had a
quarter pound of tuna salad
($1.75) and a bag of chips
($.50.) The total cost was
$6.75.
Mark:
I chose my usual
sandwich at both The
Firehouse and Bud's, pepper
turkey and cheese, a meal I
highly recommend- it's tasty
and rather healthy too. At the

Dave:
I chose to test the waters at the salad bar at both B ud' s
and The Firehouse. One problem-there is no salad bar at Bud's.
At The Firehouse, however, the
salad bar is filled with fresh exotic vegetables as well as a
healthy mixture of pasta combinations. I filled my plate with a
healthy combination of snow
peas, little corns on the cob, and
a serving of the pasta salad, which
on this day was a sesame noodle
mixture which was out of this
world. It is however expensive.
The salad bar is $3.49 per pound,
and if you are
^_^^_^_^^ not careful,
you could
find yourself
piling up a
meal
in
which you
don't have
the means in
which to pay.
I tried to
make the best
of my salad
fetish
at
Bud's by or^^^_^^^_
dering the
tuna salad.
To Bud's credit, the salad was
above average, however you do
miss the excitement of being able
to indulge in the cravings of that
day. At Bud's, you have to accept the choices which are available, whereas at The Firehouse,
the world is available to you- but
for a price.
All in all, we feel that if
you are looking for a tasty meal
and have the money to spend,
The Firehouse is your best
choice. The salad bar is a definite plus and the wide variety of
sandwiches can cater to all tastes.
Yet as college students who are
living on a budget at this time,
the obvious choice is Bud's. Not
only does Bud's have above average sandwiches, they also have
a good selection of convenient
items one could pick up in a rush
such as milk and eggs. They also
carry two extremely necessary
items for college students, beer
and lottery tickets. Thus the
choice of which deli to eat at not
only depends on the quality of
food, but also the price and the
service. We gave you the facts
on each deli, the choice is now
yours, but remember, choose
wisely.

What happens when
these two deli powerhouses go toe to toe?
Firehouse, I purchased pepper turkey and Alpine Lace
swiss cheese on a hard roll
with a side of pasta salad. The
roll was fresh, as was the meat,
and it even came with a pleasant surprise, a few pickle
slices. The pasta salad boasted
baby stars and was mixed with
feta cheese and sun-dried tomatoes. Both portions were
extremely tasty yet the wait at
The Firehouse was rather long
and the sandwich was a bit
overpriced ($4.75.) At Bud's,
I chose the same sandwich,
only on a hero this time
(grinder, hoagie, sub, wedge,
or whatever other politically
correct name you care to give
it.) The roll and the meat didn't
seem as fresh but I only paid
$4.50 for a hero as opposed to
$4.75 for a roll at The
Firehouse. The pasta salad
was also very tasty at Bud's,
seeming more like the pasta
salad your mom would make.
All in all, I found the sandwiches at The Firehouse to
have a slight edge over those
at Bud's. As for the salads, I
find myself impartial, but
when we talk about quick and
cheap, Bud's is the place for
me.

Ke
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Brigette Cirrincione
Staff Writer
Freshman year,
1994-1995. Hundreds of guys
and girls wait outside the door
of Kelly's, hoping that their
fake i.d's gain them entrance.
Once again, they participate
in the college bar ritual; trying out different drinks, making new friends, and prowling for a mate. Kelly'shad all
of the works that made a bar
and freshman year a memorable blast; karaoke, cheesy
dance music, nasty bathrooms, and don't forget the
"Kelly's sludge" that lived
on the bottom of jeans, despite several washings. But
as the freshman class grew
into the junior class, Kelly's
grew into the Avenue Cafe.
But, on November
16,1996, Kelly's came back,
thanks to the Big Pickle. This
group of junior girls threw a
Kelly's reunion party for the
junior class to relive. "So
much of our class used to
have so much fun at Kelly's,

so we just wanted to have a night
where the junior class could bond
and have a good time," said Kelly
Hurley.
All hundred juniors that
showed up certainly had a memorable "Kelly's night." Pictures
were snapped in all corners of
the house as everyone mingled.
As the night wore on, the Big
Pickle girls made everyone reminisce by dimming the lights, and
cranking the dance tunes. "This
is so much fun," said Kristen
Kohl. "I haven't danced at
Fairfield in such a long time."
This night's highlight
occurred when Junior Ryan
Connoly made his appearance
dressed up in a black wig, inside
out Champion sweatshirt, and a
tight black mini skirt. Who was
he? But of course, Kelly, one of
the legendary bartenders at
Kelly's. Connoly made the night
that bit more authentic.
This "Kelly's night"
contained a lot of laughter,
smiles, and crazy dance moves
that once occurred when the junior class congregated to Kelly's
during their freshman year.

Heard 'Round
Town:
Quotes of the Week
XT,

Overheard at the Ham Channel Studio:
"This show is called Get Some, not Got
Some."
Overheard by a lonely boy at the
Townhouses:
"I'm still dreaming of a girlfriend. Will she
ever come? Will she?"
Overheard by Kate Mclntyre at her 21st
birthday:
"The houses are walking by."
Overheard by the same chickadee:
"Panaro is my bestest friend, I love you
Hanson, cause you're the food connoisseur,
and Al, you're always there in the clutch."
Overheard in Koska by some freshman:
"Hey Christie, isn't that Rob Thorburn?"
Overheard by Rob Thorburn:
"Girls just think that I am the cat's meow,
too bad they don't know me."
Overheard by Amy Hanson trying to get out
of a misdemeanor:
"But I play tennis and I have an internship"
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Arizona Flats,
A Southwestern Vacation
Phil Bloete
Staff Writer
Arizona Flats
Bridgeport, CT

Chew On This...
After the dip in temperatures, I
tried anything to get to a warmer state of
mind. I took a little Southwestern vacation to the Arizona Flats located on 3001
Fairfield Ave in Bridgeport. When the
hostess asked us if we had reservations,
she seemed flustered when I told her we
didn't. Then she led us into a virtually
empty room. Despite the dimmed lights,
spirits did pick up. Out waitress was
quick to take our order and I started out
with Buckshot Bertha's Chili ($3.95)
which interestingly came without beans.
This, however, didn't deter it from quality or taste. It arrived in a generous sized
bowl and consisted of strips of beef steaks
and two kinds of melted cheese with a
slice of corn bread on the side. For
dinner, I went with the Chicken Pesto
($13.95) which came over lemon pepper
linguini tossed with cilantro pesto. It was
delicious and again, of generous size.
My guest had the Carne Asada
($13.95). Its marinated strips of NY

WE

steak served over corn flour fettuccini
received compliments and the Chocolate
Mousse cake ($2.95) we had for dessert
was very good.
Even if you have been to The
Flats for dinner before, they are still
worth checking out because this past
Saturday they just introduced a new menu
which includes a few interesting twists of
the classic Margarita. Oh, and get there
early because by the time we had coffee,
they were packing in the crowds. We'll
be standin' on the corner in Windslow,
Arizona sometime again soon. Don
Henley can vouch for me.

Chew On This... reviews restaurants on
the quality of food, service, and ambiance. The rating system: one beverage is
fair, two is good, three is very good, four
is excellent.
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Comedy, Music at the Levee
Marc Moran, one of the hottest
up-and-coming comedians in the nation,
will perform his stand-up routine in the
Levee Friday night at 9:00 p.m.
The world is ready to take notice of this
All-American boy
next door
from
Princeton,
New Jersey.
A
former
sniper for
the
US
Army,
Marc will
take you
back
to
places and
situations
we've all
been to before, with a
penchant
for
the
weird that
even normal people
find funny.
It will be an
hour of non-stop laughs.
Marc has been seen on Evening
at the Improv, Comedy on the Road, and
Rascals Comedy Hour. He's also performed at dozens of comedy clubs from
Canada to Texas.
The show, part of the FUSA

Comedy Series, is free.
On Saturday, one of Fairfield's
favorites returns. Dave Binder, who has
been to campus many times in the past,
returns by popular demand. The show is
at 10:00 p.m
in the Levee.
Dave will
perform a
"best
of"
show. Many
might
remember his
last performance here in
September
'95 when he
performed a
night
of
James Taylor.
This
time, the possibilities are
endless- from
the Beatles to
Jackson to
Tom Petty to
the Rolling
Stones, Dave
will play almost anything upon request. As Dave even said,
"If I don't know it, I'll fake it!"
Join Dave Binder, part of the
Levee Concert Series, this Saturday for
an evening of classic rock 'n roll. Admission is free.
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Fashion Update
Defining the "look"
Noelle K. Inguagiato
Staff Writer
Fashion is the one consistently
evolving industry. Therefore it should
come as a small surprise that fashion
gurus are donning eighties glitz and uneven hem lines. The Paris and Milan
shows exhibiting spring and summer
collections have come to a close, defining the "look" for the coming year, and
dictating wardrobes for year-round trend

followers.
Slicked-back hair and mirrored
aviator glasses proved the eighties are
back sooner than expected. "If while
watching the collections, you feel it's
1986 instead of 1996, it's no accidentdesigners are borrowing from the decade of excess this season," says Betsy
Johnson. Gucci, Chanel, Versace, and
Chloe runways exhibited this influence.
Flashdance-dancewear is all the rage.
Personally, I'll leave my leg warmers
packed in the attic. If off-the shouldersweaters are "in", I suppose I'll be most
fashionable on rainy Sunday afternoons.
Lycra tops, stretch fabrics, and wide
belts are best left to eighties rat-packers.
However, I will suggest gold glitter fabrics for Christmas formals, and logo
jeans, but only if they're vintage Levis.
"Designers seem to have been
bitten by the love bug this season," says
Matthew Edelstein. Romantic dresses
floated down the runways with a dreamy
quality. Filmy, flowy chiffons and bouquets worth of flowy fabrics seemed to
overload the runways, a startling refreshment to the usual classic black. Most
definable of the season were the uneven
hems, fishtails, and handkerchief points.
Helmut Lang's draped, layered chiffon
dresses, and Versace's mermaid silver
and soft floral dresses stood out. Some-

thing to think about for spring break vacations and Easter dinners. Personally, I
think the flower prints and flowy chiffons
are charming, but the uneven hemlines on
the other hand look like the tailor made a
terrible mistake. In the meantime, leave
romance to white lights and kisses under
mistletoe.
Slip dresses, fast becoming the
signature of the nineties, ornamented runways once again. Gypsy-inspired looks
at John Galliano exposed lace trims, and
smoky colors filled the, room at Prada.
Bead work and sheer inserts made the
difference at several other fashion houses,
and all hemlines were shorter. Black slip
dresses are classic and do not go out of
style. They can be extremely elegant and
formal, and slightly more casual- one can
be worn any season. Buy one, but be
careful. Keep in mind, this season's
hemlines are too short for interns to wear
at cocktail parties, and dates to Dogwoods, and the "gypsy thing" won't last.
Search Grandma's house for
your mother's old macrame dresses and
sweaters. Designers loved to use knits
and sheer fabrics this season. Please
remember though, less is more and always wear something underneath.
Interns and interviewees are forever looking for the perfect suit to impress prospective employees. One wants
to look both youthful and fashionable, yet
respectable, sophisticated and serious. It
is not necessary to wear the power suit;
businesses are dressing down. At the
same time, one shouldn't look too trendy;
stepping out of the pages of Seventeen
magazine or Contempo, you might as
well present your resume in crayon. This
season, designers were showing refined,
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Misheard Lyrics
Nell Bateman
Arts and Entertainment Editor
You're driving in your car, the
shades are on, and the radio is blaring
some Aretha Franklin. It seems that you 're
a pretty cool cat while you jam to the tunes
and belt out the words "You make me feel
like a rash on a woman." It is then when
you are informed by the shotgun man that
the actual words are "You make me feel
like a natural woman." It's a humbling
experience indeed, but you are not alone
in the world of misheard lyrics. Everyone
is culpable, but it's OK to sing along to
your own made up song.
Gavin Edwards, authorof'Scuse
Me While I Kiss This Guy and He's Got
the Whole World In His Pants, humorously points out the many misheard lyrics
that people sing out loud and clear for all
to hear wrongly. He writes, "You can take
pleasure in the errors of others. Turn up
the radio loud and sing along, using the
incorrect words. You'll be making the
music your own- and I promise you'll
have much more fun singing 'People love
bagels' then 'Viva Las Vegas'."
Elton John, Mick Jagger, Steve
Miller, and Billy Joel are probably the
winners of those singers with pronunciation problems, which cause us to sing
along to their songs with our own flair.
It's easy to understand why one might
sing "You make the rice, I'll make the
gravy" to Billy Joel's song "You may be
right, I may be crazy." And Elton John's
"Tiny Dancer" has several unique translations including "Hold my clothes and tie

'

me down, sir" or even "Hold me close
now, Tony Danza." The song continues
with "Count the headlights on the highway" sometimes sung as "Count the head
lice on the highway." Elton's misconstrued repetoire continues with "Someone Saved My Life Tonight" which is
definitely not "someone shaved my wife
tonight". That just wouldn't be a pretty
sight.
We might wonder what exactly
is on our minds when the words of Bon
Jovi come out as "It doesn't make a
difference if we' re naked or not." "Li vin'
on a Prayer" is all about whether we
make it or not. Maybe Madonna wants
to dress you up in nylons rather than my
love, and Shocking Blue's "I'm your
Venus" may be misheard is several ways.
When food is on the mind, the
desire takes over, and Bonnie Raitt's
"Something to Talk About" is somehow
metamorphasized into "Let's give them
something from Taco Bell," and Jimmy
Buffett's "Margaritaville" is sung as
"Stepped on a Pop Tart." But you know
the hunger craving is over when you start
singing "You vomit up plants and your
daddy does Rocky Road."
Whatever the lyric, be not
ashamed when you are wrong. I am still
convinced that it's "Give me the Beach
Boys and free my soul" and no one can
tell me otherwise. So il'you're "Loving
an alligator" rather than "Love in an
elevator," and your personal authority
song is "I fight with Dorothy and Dorothy always wins," you're on the misheard lyric train. But it's definitely a fun
ride.
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AMERICAN UNIVERSITY
OF PARIS

Accredited by the Middle States Association

graceful suits. Slim pants, and longer
jackets were delightfully feminine and
yet classically understated. Dolce &
Gabbana and Ferre were two favorites.
Do not buy a suit unless you love it and it
looks great on you. You will use it
constantly. Buy a basic color, black,
grey, navy, or tan. With these colors, the
suit can be made to look different, whereas
red cannot. Try J. Crew or Ann Taylor.
Spend the money on quality and think of
it as a lifetime investment.

Gobble! Gobble! Enjoy your
turkey andpumkin pie!

■ Two 5-week sessions
■ More than 75 quality education courses
■ French Immersion 3-week Program
■ College Preview High School Program
■ Pont-Aven Art Program
For information:
The American University of Paris
Summer Programs, Box S-4,
60 East 42nd St., Suite 1463
New York, New York 10165
Tel. (212)983-1414 Fax (212) 983-0444
Web site -http://www.aup.fr
Email- Summer@aup.fr

Sports
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Swimming falls
to Seton Hall
Jeff Woelpper
Staff Writer
This past Saturday, the Fairfield
University men's and women's swim teams
were defeated by Seton
Hall in a meet held at the
Recreational Complex here
on campus. The men's
team lost 130-91, while the
women dropped the i r meet
129-96.
This setback
dropped both squads to 15, but this record is not
indicative of what the team
has accomplished in the
1996 campaign.
"I am very, very,
pleased with the swimming," seventh year head
coach Phil Palumbo said. Eric Mundt
"We got some very good
times this week and we are continuing to
improve."
The individual performances of
the women's teams were highlighted by
four times that broke school records. Freshman Kristin Conlin shattered her own
school record by nearly 12 seconds when
she won the 800 meter freestyle with a time
of 9:28.53. Conlin was also victorious in
the 400 meter freestyle. Julie Thorson's

time of 2:36.89 in the 200 meter backstroke broke a year-old record of 2:39.52.
Two school records were also set on this
day by the relay team of Thorson, Nancy
Longo, Gretchen Feeler, and Veronica
Leddy in the 400 meter
medley and freestyle. The
time of 4:45.91 in the
medley broke a record set
last January, while the
time of 4:18.51 in the
freestyle was over three
seconds faster than the
previous school record.
The men's squad was
paced by some good performances from Pete Fox,
Chris Warenkiewicz, and
senior captain Mike Griek.
Some spectacular dives
were also provided by Eric
Mundt.
"Nobody had a bad swim,"
Palumbo said. "Seton Hall was just a
much better team."
The swimmers will try their luck
against another formidable Big East foe
when the Stags hit the water this Saturday
against Boston College. The meet is scheduled for 5 p.m., and will take place in the
Recreational Complex.

The longer you
keep it to yourself,
the harder it is to
make it go away.
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Hockey team scores
first win of season with
romp of Sacred Heart
Bradley Tarr
Staff Writer
This past week has been filled with a
number of ups and downs for the Fairfield
University ice hockey team.
On Wednesday November 13, the
Stags, already possessors of an 0-1 record
on the season, marched into their game
against Bentley College still looking to
supply new coach Peter LaVigne with his
first collegiate victory. LaVigne would
have to wait a little while longer. In a
game that saw the lead change hands on
numerous occasions, the Stags came up
short in the end, losing 6-5 to their host.
This game did show just how deep the
team is however in terms of spreading out
the scoring, with 5 different Stags finding
the net. They were lead by junior Ryan
Murray and sophomore Tim Moran, each
of whom claimed a goal and an assist.
And despite the loss, sophomore John
True registered another strong performance in goal, gathering in 25 saves.
Even though it was a non-conference game
for the Stags, it really did hurt to drop this
nail-biter.
"We played well," senior captain Kevin
Ryan. "But we had let downs at times.
The penalties basically killed us."
The Stags moved on to their next conference game with their heads held high
and walked away with 1-1 tie vs. Western
New England College on the 16th. However, Ryan still saw some problems in the
way the team performed.
"We didn't play well at all," Ryan said.
"But Brian Manning kept us in the game."
The Brian Manning that Ryan was
speaking of is a senior goalie who started
his first game of the year, giving John
True some much needed rest. The Stags
wasted very little time finding the net
when they tallied their lone goal of the
game 6:50 into the first period. Again, it
was Ryan Murray on an assist from Scott
Toczylowski and Tim Moran. The score
remained unchanged until the end of the
third period when Western New England
notched their first and only goal of the
contest with 3:55 left in regulation, spoiling Manning's shutout bid and perhaps
more importantly, a Stag victory. In the
end, the story was the dazzling performances turned by the opposing goalies.
Just as Manning was electric between the

pipes for the Stags and finishing with 30
saves, the Western New England goalie
was equally dynamite.
"We should have won the game,"
Ryan said. "We really didn't play to our
potential."
Finally, on Sunday the 17th, the Stags
decided that they had enough and proceeded to trounce conference and crosstown rival, Sacred Heart, 7-2 at the Wonderland of Ice. Again, the Stags got off to
a blazing start when Kevin Ryan found
the net with a shot from the point within
the first minute of play. It was a cake
walk from there with the Stags opening
up a 4-1 lead by the end of the first period.
As usual, True, after a one game rest, was
superb, registering at least 25 saves for a
third consecutive game. The highlights
went well beyond that however. This
game was not only the Stags first conference win, but it also served as the long
anticipated first collegiate victory for
coach LaVigne. The depth of the team
was also demonstrated throughout. In
fact, the Stags went surpassed their feat
of five different goal scorers in the Bentley
game, by having seven different players
contribute a goal against Sacred Heart.
Among them were freshmen defensemen
Rob Noble and Rock Dudek, each of
whom scored his first collegiate goal.
Dudek also added and assist to his point
total. Threeotherplayers, Conal Barbuto,
Tim Moran and Kevin Ryan, each had
one goal and two assists in the game as
well. After the game, judging by the
players' comments, there were many
positive vibes being felt. Captain Kevin
Ryan certainly was not stingy when it
came to distributing compliments.
"It's the first time we have played well
as a team," Ryan said. "The whole team
contributed to the win and John True
played a great game."
This is still a young season for the
Stags, and despite the slow start, things
should only improve from here on out.
The season promises to be very exciting.
The next home game is December 7 vs. a
usually strong Army team. Come out
and support the Stags as they have their
sights set on their first conference championship.

COURSES STARTING SOON!
Often when a woman is raped, she tries to push it out of her
mind, thinking it will just go away. Except, that only makes all
the bad feelings worse.
What does help is talking about it. To a friend or family
member. Or a counselor from a rape treatment center. You can
find one in the Yellow Pages under "rape'.'
There is a way out of the silence.
Because rape shouldn't have to last a lifetime.

January GMAT: December 5th
February LS AT: January 4th
April MC AT: February 8th
April GRE: February 15 th
THE

S1990 Rape Treatment Center, Santa Monica Hospital.

PRINCETON 800/2-REVIEW
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Meet the new hockey Athletes of the Week
coach: Peter LaVigne
Bradley Tarr
Staff Writer
This ice hockey season is a special one
for the Fairfield Stags in many ways. Not
only are the Stags aiming for their first
ever conference championship this year,
but they are young and show great promise for the future as well. In June, Peter
LaVigne was selected to replace longtime
Stag coach Dr. John McCarthy. This was
the first coaching change for the team in
28 years and LaVigne was hired with the
belief that he would help lead the team to
where they want to go. LaVigne, who has
taught at Fairfield Prep for the last eight
years and coached the Varsity hockey
team at the school for the past six, certainly does not lack in the experience
department. LaVigne attended Holy Cross
where he was a standout on the ice hockey
team for four years. After Holy Cross,
LaVigne landed at Prep where he built
one of the strongest hockey programs in
the state of Connecticut. In the six years
he was head coach at Prep, LaVigne racked
up three state championships (1991,1995,
1996), the Southern Connecticut Conference championship (1995), and he never
failed to make it to at least the semifinals
in the other three seasons. During his
tenure at Prep, his teams compiled an
impressive instate record of 84-23-2, and
went 96-37-3 overall. To this point,
LaVigne is a proven winner, both as a
player at the collegiate level and a coach
on the high school level, and there is no
doubt that he is capable of continuing his
winning ways as a collegiate coach.
Sources close to the team describe
LaVigne as being intense and add that his

rapport with the players is unbelievably
strong. This sentiment was virtually
echoed by freshman defenseman Rock
Dudek and senior defenseman/team captain Kevin Ryan.
"Throughout tryouts, he [LaVigne]
never guaranteed anything to anybody,
but he was honest and gave everyone a
fair shot," Dudek said. "He's doing
everything he can to improve this program and we want to win games for
him."
If you don't feel that those comments
coming from a freshman who is a newcomer to the collegiate athletic scene
are impressive enough, than you need
not look any farther than the seasoned
veteran Kevin Ryan, whose comments
reinforce the statements made by Dudek.
"We've learned a lot from his coaching skills and we're'trying to play to his
expectations," Ryan said. "He's very
open and honest, he' s open-minded, and
he's a very approachable individual."
It's always a good sign when a captain
can say something like that.
Those are very positive comments
concerning the coach from only two of
the twenty five players on the squad.
However, you have to figure that if a
freshman newcomer and a senior captain share the same level of respect for
their leader, then LaVigne has garnered
the utmost admiration from the twenty
three or so players in between as well.
The players want to win their first conference championship and, judging by
their comments, would like nothing more
than to do it in Peter LaVigne' s first year
at the helm. They truly want to make
this a season to remember.

Inside Intramurals...
Sean P. Olmsted
Staff Writer
Flag Football and Soccer seasons
ended last Tuesday with both championship games being held on frozen Alumni
Field.
In the football championship,
Kellers overcame Ugly Girl to win its first
football championship by the score of 3724. The 24 degree weather seemed to affect Ricky Peel, Ugly Girl's quarterback,
as he struggled to find any open receivers.
Mike Feeney, Keller's star wide receiver,
caught two touchdown receptions from
their MVP quarterback, SPOT. Jon
Baumstark kept Ugly Girl in the game with
some key tackles, but Pete Turco's 65 yard
run iced it for Kellers. After the game , a
teary-eyed Rob Thorburn said, "I just
wanted to win this one, I just can't talk
right now."
In the soccer final, the Regulators
beat Regis to capture the championship by
a score of 2-1. Mark Messenger and Scott
DePetris each scored for the Regulators.
The only highlight of the game for Regis
was when their goalie, Ian Liu, scored on
a header off a corner kick with 45 seconds
remaining. When asked about how disappointed he must feel after losing the championship game, Liu said, "Yeah, I'm upset
but did you see my goal? Wasn't it awesome!"
Intramural floor hockey started
last Sunday for the first time in school
history. Dave Rowell of Ton Locs scored
the first two goals as they dominated the
early going over Regis. However, the game

was sent into overtime and Regis ended
up winning in a shootout. Kevin Pluff
and Brian Sullivan scored the winning
goals. In other action, Hartford Pain
beat the Big Unit, Squad beat the Beast,
and Hasbeens beat DLR Express.
Finally, the basketball regular
season starts this Sunday. More than 50
teams have signed up to participate.
Here are my predictions:
1. Lights Out - led by
Cornbread' s eternal five o'clock shadow,
look for this group of cagy veterans to
repeat.
2. Team Ben - still angry over
last year's semifinal loss (questionable
referee job by Bridges and Noonan),
this team will be a force in the paint Rigby, Munt, and Stanton all tower over
6 feet.
3. Feen Dogs - a team with
great talent but still suffering from football championship hangover.
4. Regis - no other team can
match their incredible speed, but no big
man will mean no finals. Softball season starts in March, guys.
5. Who's ya Daddy - a big
group of hungry freshmen; the top 3
teams will have them running back to
Dolan cafeteria.
6. Romano Runners - Dave
Briones leads a team of juniors high on
optimism but extremely low on talent.
7. Deuces - too many egos? I
think so Pete Rider totally destroys all
team chemistry. Semifinals at best.
8. Medium Pace - the disgrace
of the A- division. Someone's got to be.

Ryan
Murray

Jessica
Grossarth

Murray, a junior Grossarth, a junior
from Hingham,
from Howard
Mass., scored three Beach, NY, scored a
goals and had an
total of 50 points in
assist as the
the women's
Fairfield ice hockey basketball team's
team had a win, a
two exhibition
loss, and a tie in
games earlier this
three games this
month.
week.

Home
Games...
Swim Team vs. Boston College
Saturday, 5 p.m.
Men's Basketball vs. East Carolina
Saturday, 7:30 p.m.
Women's Basketball vs. UMASS
Tuesday, 7 p.m.

Men's basketball continued from
p.16
the game will be the only home game
while most students are on campus until
after semester break, as the Nov. 30 game
against Central Michigan is over Thanksgiving weekend. So don't miss the chance
to show your support.
-Freshman Darren Phillip is still
awaiting a court decision on his playing
status. His eligibility is being questioned
over a class he took in high school that
was approved by the New York School
Board, but will not count toward his core

requirements, according to the NCAA.
Phillip and the Fairfield athletic department
are hoping for a ruling by Friday, when
Phillip's restraining order allowing him to
practice runs out.
-All games, home and away, will
be covered by WVOF 88.5 FM
-There will be a shuttle from the
beach to campus, so that students may take
part in pregame festivities and specials at
the Levee. Check the information desk for
more details.

Come support the Stags
this weekend!
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Men's Basketball team splits two
games in exhibition play
Satuday night's home opener
against East Carolina Pirates as
the preseason favorite in the
MAAC. Seniors Bowman and
Francis
were honored as preThe Fairfield Universeason
first-team
All-MAAC sesity men's basketball team
lections, while junior
wrapped up its two game
Miller was voted to the
exhibition slate on Satursecond team. Sophoday afternoon with an 88more Commodore, an
74 victory over a talented
All-MAAC Rookie
but under-manned Upstate
Team selection last year
AAU Converse All-Star
will be starting point
squad. The Stags placed
guard, with Van Rij,
five players in double-digfreshman
Sunday
its, led by Shannon
Eniojukan and sophoBowman's 21 points and
more Mike Horan all caPeter Van Rij with 14.
pable of play ing the cenDidier Boucard helped out
ter position. The Stags
with a game high 11 rebiggest
strength, howbounds and a team high
ever,
will
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seven assists, after getting
Didier
Boucard
and
the start in place of the
Brent Wall are both solid
injured Kyle Commodore.
players, and Tice will be
Other highlights for the
hard to keep on the bench
Stags included freshman
with his slashing, aggresJohn Tice scoring 12
sive style of play. Freshpoints, as well as Greg
men Darren Phillip and
Francis and Shane Miller
Andy Buzbee should see
each chipping in 11. Upa good amount of action,
state AAU was led by
former Pittsburgh Panther Greg Francis for a three pointer photo by Steve and junior walk-on Brandon Jubery has proven
and Harlem Globetrotter in last years MA AC tournament Smith
himself to be a capable
Orlando Antigua with 18
MAAC
player. With this bunch
points, and Derek Kellog (U
ing season. Sophomore Peter
of
talent
and experience, the
Mass '95) and Scott Sytuleck
Van Rij, who scored all of 12
Stags
should
make a run at the
(Fairfield '95), who each scored
points last season, is apparently
MAAC
championship
and the
14.
going to step into the starting
NCAA Tournament.
The win was a marked
center spot with his array of hook
STAG NOTES:
improvement
over
last
shots, while 6-4 Freshman John
-East Carolina will be
Saturday's loss to the ConnectiTice was impressive, slashing and
one of the best.teams to come
cut Diamonds, a team with not as
dunking his way to 12 points in
into Alumni Hall this year, and
much talent, but much more size
each game.
Continued on p. 15
than Upstate AAU. In that game,
The Stags enter into

John Walsh
Contributing Writer

Bowman was held to just 1 point,
as the Stags shot under 40% as a
team in a dismal performance.
The Upstate AAU game, however, held some nice surprises for
Stag fans anticipating the upcom-

Women's basketball team off to
rocky start
Michael Nagy
Staff Writer
Last season the women's
basketball team came within one
victory of making an appearance
in the NCAA tournament. However, since last March, team captain and point guard, Christine
Fryer has graduated and this year's
team has struggled offensively
without her leadership. The Stags
have lost both of their exhibition
games while shooting just 28%
from the floor in each contest.
"Our opponents are shooting in
the 30s. Usually you throw a
party, except we are shooting in
the 20s," head coach Dianne
Nolan said after the team's 67-61
loss to the Nor'easter Storm on
Saturday. The Stags began the
exhibition season with a 67-65
loss to the New York Gazelles, a
club team comprised of former
college players. Both games were
played at Alumni Hall.
Despite the loss of Fryer
the team still has offensive weapons. Junior forward/guard Jessica
Grossarth played a prominent role
for last year's squad and scored 32
points in the loss to the Gazelles.
Seniorco-captains Bridget Cleary
and Heidi Gill have experience up
front and 6-4 sophomore transfer
Cindy O'Connor should make an

immediate impact under the
boards. Junior Page DriscOll
should also receive many minutes up front. Sophomore Jen
Natale, who saw a great deal of
action last year while coming
off the bench, takes over the

Jessica Grossarth Photo by Steve
Smith
point guard duties. Natale has
talent, but the team is missing
Fryer's experience.
In the loss to the Gazelles the team shot just 22% in
the first half. The Stags kept the
game close thanks to Grossarth's
second half shooting performance and Cleary's dominance
under the boards. The senior

collected a game-high 14 rebounds in just 21 minutes.
In the loss to the storm,
Grossarth again led the Stags
with 18 points and Junior guard
Chantel Williams contributed 12
points and six rebounds in 21
minutes. The difference in the
game was the Storm's solid second-half shooting, which enabled the visitors to hold on to
their three point halftime lead.
Fairfield played valiantly in the
second-half, yet came up short
in the end.
"You can't always be
playing catch-up," Nolan said
after the game. "We have to put
the ball in the basket. We have
to perform on the offensive end.
We have got to make the connection that performance is a
result of our intensity. Right
now trying hard isn't good
enough. When we make the
connection we'll see different
results."
The Stags open up the
season on November 22 when
they play at Seton Hall. The
home opener is on Tuesday, November 26 when the women
from UMass visit Fairfield's
Alumni Hall for a 7 p.m. tip-off.

It's time to give
thanks!
Rick Thomson
Sports Editor
As the month of November creeps along, Thanksgiving
looms on the horizon. So, I guess this is as good a time as any to take
a few moments to think about what I'm thankful for. I am certainly
thankful for the health of my family and friends and of course, the
opportunity to attend a school that so gracefully conducts the class
registration process. But aside from these obvious blessings, there
are a few other things that you can be thankful for as a sports fan at
Fairfield University. So this Thanksgiving, when your mother
peels you away from being litigated by long-lost relatives to gather
for the best meal you've had since Philly cheese-steak day at the
dining hall, here are a few things you may want to talk about when
it's your turn to tell everyone what you're thankful for.
First of all, you can be thankful that our athletes aren't as
morally deficient as the three football players at Boston College
who bet against their school in a game against Syracuse last month.
These Golden Eagles look more like dirty seagulls now, as their
actions could potentially leave them suspended for the rest of this
season and into next season as well. A punishment that falls
anything short of a long-term suspension would be an even greater
crime. Apparently, four free years of education at one of the most
prestigious colleges in the country and the opportunity to gain
national exposure on the football field just wasn't payment enough
for these guys to represent Boston College on the gridiron. Even
Ebineezer Scrooge wasn't that greedy.
Even though Fairfield's football team didn't win a heck of
a lot of games this season, I have a thousand times more pride in our
players than those three unscrupulous individuals at Boston College. And the Stag's 27-0 whitewashing of Iona in the last game of
the season is certainly something to be thankful for. Watching the
faithful fans in the end zone chant "we're all freshmen" and taunt
any Iona player that even looked towards the crowd was truly a
heartwarming experience. The convincing victory was a great way
to erase the doubts and disappointment of a season filled with
frustration. The Stags suffered through eight weeks of punishment
from conference teams that were simply bigger, stronger, and more
experienced. However, some good did come out of this inaugural
season for Fairfield. The team learned that it's going to take some
patience and hard work, more than anything else, to win in the
MAAC. The talent and athleticism is certainly there. The Stags
simply need some time to mesh together as a team, bulk up in the
weight room, and fine tune an offense that is brimming with
potential.
You may also want to give thanks for the start of the
college basketball season, and for being at Fairfield University at a
time when both the men's and women's basketball teams are on the
brink of greatness. Both teams were one win away from advancing
to the NCAA tournament last season, and the men qualified for the
National Invitational Tournament for the first post-season action
since the Reagan administration. Stag's fans can also be thankful
that both teams have apparently gotten their worst performances
out of the way early this year, as the men and women both flashed
very few signs of last season's brilliance in a couple of sloppilyplayed exhibition games over the past two weeks.
The success of the Fairfield University sports programs
this fall is another things to be thankful for. The women's tennis
team claimed their fifth straight MAAC championship, while the
men's tennis team, women's volleyball team, and the men's soccer
team all advanced to the MAAC finals.
Oh yeah, I almost forgot. All you Yankee fans, don't
forget to give thanks for a great season. And for the Red Sox
faithful, be thankful that your team bounced back from a dreadful
start and almost made the playoffs. Hey, I'm trying to be sympathetic here, so don't get mad.
So, I hope these suggestions can help you spice up the
annual "what are you thankful for" portion of your Thanksgiving
feast. But on a serious note, don't forget to give thanks for having
such a great bunch of relatives. After all, Christmas is right around
the corner.

